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Overview:
On May 1st, 2009, the Advanced Technology Environmental and Energy Center
(ATEEC), representing the Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE)
Tribal Grant (DUE Project Number: 0702247), visited Fort Belknap College (FBC)
located on the Fort Belknap Reservation in Montana to facilitate a job/labor market
assessment workshop in the field of environmental science on the reservation and
throughout the region. FBC is one of four Tribal colleges in the nation selected to receive
technical assistance through the grant this year.
FBC indicated that a job market/labor market assessment for the reservation and the
region would allow them to better validate or design relevant curriculum in their
environmental science courses. The assessment would also help FBC understand what
jobs are needed now and in the future. As a result, students would be better prepared to
enter the workforce on or off the reservation. FBC Natural Resource instructor, William
Bell, invited representatives to the workshop who work throughout the state, region, and
the reservations to participate in the discussion. The information gathered in this report
could be used to align curriculum being taught at FBC with jobs that are available at Fort
Belknap and other areas of Montana.
Job/labor market assessment area covered:
Fort Belknap Reservation, the state of Montana, and surrounding areas.

PETE/ATEEC Partnership:
ATEEC, a strategic partner with PETE, conducts national labor market research in the
fields of environmental science and energy technologies. Their latest 2008 report on
Defining Environmental Technology and Defining Energy Technologies and Services can
be found on ATEEC’s Web site at www.ateec.org. It was recognized that in the case of
Tribal colleges, separate assessments could be utilized to account for the unique needs of
the reservations. In the case of FBC, it was recognized that a more focused labor market
assessment could be utilized to meet their needs more accurately.
ATEEC, with special expertise in the areas of job market research, curriculum
development, and facilitation opened the discussion at FBC to find out the following:
• What jobs are available or upcoming (high growth, low growth, top five jobs) for
people with 2-4 year degrees?
• How can the Environmental Science curriculum at Fort Belknap meet the needs of
students pursuing jobs after a 2-year degree?
• What are the underlying skill (crosscutting skills) sets that are needed to be
successful in the job market?
Facilitators: Gale Harms and Tim Hunter
Attendees:
This report reflects the thoughts of the participants who were present at FBC. They
represent multiple organizations, interests, and concerns on and off the Fort Belknap
Reservation.
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Identified Jobs Needed at Fort Belknap Reservation
and the State of Montana
These job titles represent the group consensus on the types of jobs that are needed on the
reservation and surrounding areas of Montana. See Appendices for specific job tasks for
these job titles as defined in the Defining Environmental Technology and Defining
Energy Technologies and Services reports from ATEEC.

Mineral Specialist Technician (oil/gas)

Forestry Management Technician

Emergency Response Technician

Fire Management Technician

Civil Engineer

Water Quality Technician

Wind Energy Technician

Farm and Ranch Management Technician

Alternative/Sustainable Energy Technicians

Geospatial Technician (GIS)

Noxious Weed Management Technician

Water Treatment Technician

Environmental Health and Safety Technician

Restoration Ecologist

Air Quality Techician

Biodiesel Technician

Ground Water Technician

Wetlands Technician

Soil Conservation Technician

Botany Technician

Soil Scientist

Atmospheric Sciences

Wildlife Biologist

Range Conservation

Hydrologist

Geologist

Environmental Programs Manager

Solid Waste Technician

High Growth Jobs
From the list of jobs identified, the group was asked to decide which jobs were in high
demand.

Mineral Specialist Technician (oil/gas)
Forestry Management Technician
Emergency Response Technician
Fire Management Technician
Civil Engineer
Water Quality Technician
Wind Energy Technician
Farm and Ranch Management Technician
Alternative/Sustainable Energy Technicians
Geospatial Technician (GIS)
Noxious Weed Management Technician
Water Treatment Technician
Environmental Health and Safety Technician

Top Six Jobs
From the list of jobs identified, the group was asked to decide which jobs were most in
need. Below are the top six identified.

Mineral Specialist Technician (oil/gas)
Forestry Management Technician
Emergency Response Technician
Fire Management Technician
Civil Engineer
Water Quality Technician

Jobs Indicated as Needing a 4-year Degree
FBC faculty indicated that they encourage students to pursue higher degrees after their
time at FBC. From the list of jobs identified, the group was asked to decide which jobs
might require a higher degree. They indicated the jobs below. * Please note that several
job titles listed are still employable on the Fort Belknap Reservation at a 2-year college
level.

Forestry Management

Emergency Response

Fire Management

Civil Engineer

Water Quality

Geospatial (GIS)

Environmental Health and Safety Management

Restoration Ecologist

Soil Conservation

Botanist

Soil Scientist

Atmospheric Sciences

Wildlife Biologist

Range Conservation

Hydrologist

Geologist

Environmental Programs Manager

Solid Waste Management

Cross-Cutting Skills/Knowledge
To give FBC more data that they can use to enhance their curriculum and meet the needs
of the workforce, the group was asked to identify what skills and knowledge should be
common to all of the jobs listed. These skills were recognized by the group to be
important in order to be successful or employable on and off the reservation in reference
to the jobs listed.

GIS/GPS/CAD
Computer applications/maintenance (MS Office Suite)
Math and science core (STEM)
Entrepreneurialism (work ethics, motivation, go getter)
Teamwork/conflict resolution
Law (state, federal, tribal, environmental)
Cultural Resources and Paleontology sensitivity)
Ability to apply for jobs, interviewing skills
Communication skills/language
Hands on fieldwork skills/sampling protocol
Ability to follow directions/instructions
Technical writing skills/grant applications
Terminology
Networking skills
Ability to teach others/information sharing
Research skills
Financial management/budgeting/accounting
Map interpretation
Problem solving/critical thinking skills
Common sense communication skills
Time management/organizational skills
Internships/mentoring/generational transfer

Other Considerations for Fort Belknap College from
the Group
The idea of generational transfer of knowledge, internships, and mentoring was brought
up several times by the group. Internships and mentoring opportunities were seen as
viable and necessary experience for students thereby giving them real world experience.
Generational transfer of cultural teachings related to environmental science fields was
also seen as very important for students to understand and practice.
Other conversations revolving around entrepreneurship and individual consultancy also
came to attention. It was thought that students who had the drive to start their own
company related to; water quality, noxious weed management, etc. could be very
successful on the reservation. It was stated, however, that business and entrepreneurial
skills are outside of the role of the environmental science faculty at FBC.

Summary
Fort Belknap College hosted a job/labor market assessment workshop at their college in
Fort Belknap, MT. FBC’s Natural Resource instructor, William Bell, invited
professionals representing various agencies and interests from the reservation and the
state of Montana. The day was used to identify available jobs and skills that could be
taught in FBC’s environmental science courses to address current or future needs. Other
information gathered would be used to validate or identify courses that are being offered
or need to be offered. The day was facilitated by ATEEC.
Participants identified a list of needed and upcoming jobs to categorize into high and low
growth categories, and later chose the top six most needed jobs from the list. The second
half of the day was used to identify certain skill sets that students should get from FBC’s
environmental program, regardless of the particular field they enter. ATEEC captured the
group’s thoughts and organized the information into this report.

Recommendations from ATEEC
ATEEC’s role was to facilitate a process that will be used to improve curriculum and
student success. In this role, ATEEC can offer recommendations, but it is understood that
achieving these objectives can be very complex. With this preface, ATEEC has a few
recommendations to FBC based unilaterally on what was observed during the visit and
ATEEC’s experience in curriculum development.
• ATEEC felt the day went very well and that there were a couple of key issues that
stood out beyond the obvious identification of needed jobs.
o The first being the need for some basic business and entrepreneurial skills.
Although it is realized that FBC environmental science staff are not
responsible for teaching students about business or starting their own,
perhaps some learning activities or role play scenarios could be
implemented into current curriculum to address some of these skills.
Group and simulation activities could provide students with opportunities
to showcase their environmental science expertise into a “real” situation

that could impact the reservation. Group work and role play activities
could also help address most of the crosscutting skills that have been
identified. FBC environmental instructors also mentioned that they could
work with other FBC faculty in different disciplines to try to address some
of these soft skills and business skills. ATEEC agrees that a joint
partnership between disciplines would be beneficial.
o The idea of transferring knowledge from generation to generation was also
brought up several times during the day. This was undoubtedly a concern
for the Tribe members who were present. Internships and mentorships
were mentioned as ways to get work experience, but generational transfer
of Tribal knowledge and teachings in relationship to the environmental
science program seemed to supersede those experiences. ATEEC
professes no experience or advice for these issues. ATEEC would,
however, respectfully suggest that activities such as elders as guest
speakers and field trips guided by those who hold the knowledge be
included into the curriculum.

Job Functions as Defined by ATEEC
The job titles identified in this report align with many of those as defined by ATEEC in
their nationwide 2008 Defining Environmental Technology report and Defining Energy
Technologies and Services report. The job titles identified in this FBC report were put
into the categories that are identified in ATEEC’s national reports. As a result, ATEEC
can offer a listing of general job functions for those particular job titles that are listed
below.
These job functions could help FBC identify skills that need to be taught to students who
decide to enter these particular fields. The information could also be used to design
curriculum activities and/or materials. It should be noted that ATEEC understands many
of these job functions may not apply on the Fort Belknap Reservation, so it is stressed
that these are guidelines for further research and in no manner a definitive list of job
functions for each of the job titles listed. FBC may decide to host other forums with
employers to identify more specific job functions related to the Fort Belknap Reservation.

Safety and Health
Environmental Health and Safety Technician/Manager

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Identify and evaluate workplace hazards, including unsafe acts and conditions.
Implement control of workplace hazards through engineering practices, personal
protective equipment, and policy changes.
Develop and implement written plans (e.g., SOPs, sampling plans, safety and
health plans, corrective action plans, lockout/tagout procedures, confined-space
entry procedures).
Conduct workplace air quality testing and monitoring for indoor air pollutants.
Monitor noise levels in workplace.
Monitor radiation levels in workplace.
Assist in worker exposure monitoring (e.g., asbestos, lead, radiation, and toxic
substances).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a working knowledge of industrial hygiene.
Install, calibrate, operate, troubleshoot, repair, and maintain sampling and
monitoring equipment.
Interpret monitoring data.
Maintain records and write reports for use internally or by regulatory authorities.
Follow established quality control procedures.
Follow chain-of-custody procedures for sample collection and handling.
Select facility equipment and materials based on regulatory standards and health
and safety concerns.
Select proper personal protective equipment for workplace tasks.
Maintain and inspect personal protective equipment.
Conduct respirator fit testing.
Assist in managing facility’s medical monitoring program including maintaining
HBV inoculations, spirometry, and audiometric testing.
Instruct coworkers on environmental, safety, health, and ergonomic issues.
Conduct and/or participate in safety meetings and on safety committee.
Coordinate employee first aid/CPR and Automated External Defibrillator (AED)
training.
Serve as a member of facility emergency response team.
Conduct workplace safety and health audits.
Develop a working knowledge of facility’s ventilation system.
Determine which process materials and wastes are hazardous and investigate
nonhazardous substitutes.
Manage workplace hazardous materials and wastes, including shipping,
receiving, labeling, storage, and disposal.
Maintain chemical inventory and approve chemicals for use at facility.
Implement facility’s Hazard Communication program.
Maintain and interpret Material Safety Data Sheets.
Interact with regulatory authorities and public health and safety officials.
Maintain facility compliance with safety and health standards.
Develop a working knowledge of environmental management systems and
certification programs.
Assess and monitor ergonomic conditions in workplace.
Implement ergonomics solutions in workplace.
Investigate workplace incidents, accidents, and workers compensation claims.
Track trend statistics for incidents and accidents.
Champion and model safety practices through benchmarks.
Maintain professional and AED certifications.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement continuous process and improvement for health and safety based on
new technology and research findings.
Develop waste minimization plans, calculating return on investment.
Integrate globally harmonized systems of classification and labeling of
chemicals into hazard communication procedures.
Develop emergency action plans and coordinate stocking of all emergency
supplies.
Maintain compliance with applicable state and federal health/safety regulations.
Infuse health and safety training within the multicultural workforce.
Manage biohazardous materials.
Promote awareness of employee assistance programs for drug and alcohol
support.
Promote awareness of employee off-work injury and the impact to workplace
productivity.
Understand the National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Ensure products, parts, and components are Restriction of Hazardous Substances
(RoHS) compliant.
Ensure recycled materials are Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
(WEEE) compliant.
Maintain OSHA log.
Ensure regulatory notices (e.g., annual OSHA, worker compensation) are posted.
File all regulatory reports, permits, and site licenses.
Coordinate initial and refresher safety training including new employee
orientation.
Oversee (or manage) contractor safety program including confined space
program.
Maintain facility compliance with environmental programs (e.g., designated
Underwater Storage Tank operator; Spill Prevention, Control, and
Countermeasures (SPCC); stormwater and wastewater permits).
Perform vulnerability or risk assessments.
Assist in the development of a continuity of operations plan.
Assist in the development of a workplace violence plan (may be part of the
emergency action plan).
Submit workers compensation claims.
Coordinate medical care/treatment for injured workers.
Facilitate "light-duty" return-to-work programs.
Interact with workers compensation insurers' loss control and claims
representatives.

•
•

Maintain fire systems (e.g., fire extinguishers, alarms, sprinklers) per applicable
codes.
Assist with development of job descriptions with specific physical and chemical
hazards for each job, and list potentially unsafe acts, conditions, etc. as
previously itemized.

Air Quality
Air Quality Technician

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atmospheric Sciences

Collect and analyze indoor and outdoor air samples.
Install, calibrate, operate, troubleshoot, decontaminate, repair, and maintain air
sampling and monitoring equipment.
Collect and assess meteorological information.
Label, preserve, and store samples.
Develop and follow Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
Follow established quality control procedures.
Follow chain-of-custody procedures for sample collection and handling.
Select and use proper personal protective equipment and safety procedures.
Generate, calculate, validate, and interpret air sampling and monitoring data.
Maintain accurate records of air sampling, monitoring, repair, and calibration of
equipment.
Prepare reports of air sampling and monitoring activities for customers and/or
regulatory agencies.
Assist in air permit application preparation and compliance reporting.
Apply appropriate local, state, Tribal, and federal environmental regulations to
specific projects.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate and monitor health and safety conditions.
Initiate emergency response actions.
Calculate air emissions of facility or process.
Conduct greenhouse gas emissions inventories, calculate carbon footprint, and
implement measures to reduce emissions.
Construct process flow diagrams.
Input data to modeling programs.
Conduct facility air emissions inventory.
Investigate fugitive air emissions.
Research air pollution prevention alternatives.
Operate and maintain air pollution control devices.
Determine efficiency of air pollution control devices.
Initiate corrective action for operational malfunctions of air monitoring and/or
pollution control equipment.
Maintain inventory of supplies for air monitoring and/or pollution control
equipment.
Properly dispose of wastes generated by air monitoring and/or air pollution
control equipment.
Perform literature searches.
Assist in recommending/implementing practices to reduce or eliminate air
pollutants.
Train employees in air sampling/monitoring techniques, and health and safety
issues.
Develop and maintain customer/community relationships.
Maintain professional certifications.
Interpret indoor air quality assessments, determine possible resulting health
impacts, and recommend mitigation options.

Emergency Prepared Response
Emergency Response Technician

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respond to hazardous materials incidents and emergencies.
Assess, contain, control, and clean up hazardous/regulated material spills and
releases.
Evacuate affected areas.
Assess meteorological conditions.
Utilize the “buddy system.”
Select and use proper personal protective equipment.
Maintain and inspect personal protective equipment.
Install, calibrate, operate, troubleshoot, maintain, and repair sampling and
monitoring equipment.
Interpret monitoring data.
Operate heavy equipment and tools.
Assist in the setup, use, and dismantling of decontamination facility.
Assist in containerizing materials.
Dispose of hazardous/regulated material spill wastes.
Complete hazardous materials incident reports.
Activate and/or perform assigned duties within the incident command system.
Interact with regulatory authorities, other emergency response organizations, and
the public.
Recognize chemical and physical properties of hazardous materials.
Recognize incompatible materials.
Label, package, and transport hazardous materials.
Develop and manage spatial and attribute database/map.
Collect inventory data and track regulated materials.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Submit reports to off-site personnel and regulatory agencies.
Apply appropriate local, state, Tribal, and federal environmental regulations to
specific projects.
Conduct facility inspections.
Assess facility processes for potential vulnerability, and plan corrective
measures.
Develop emergency action plans.
Train employees on emergency action plan contents and emergency response
actions.
Conduct emergency response drills.
Serve as a member of an emergency response team.
Maintain professional certifications.
Maintain awareness of all hazards and threats (e.g., spills and releases, security
breaches, fire, explosions, natural disasters, structural collapse, and workplace
violence).
Develop county all-hazard plans.
Update existing training programs and materials to include applicable
information on bioterrorism, terrorism, pandemic, weapons of mass destruction,
personal safety/preparedness, etc.
Develop interoperability of all agencies to prepare, plan, respond, and recover
from all hazards.
Develop and exercise crisis management, business continuity, and continuity of
operations plans.
Develop programs to address workplace violence threats including processes,
procedures, and training.
Conduct vulnerability analysis for workplace risk or hazards.
Ensure plans are consistent with National Incident Management Framework.
Plan for post-traumatic stress disorder assistance and counseling.
Develop mutual aid agreements with appropriate agencies and vendors as needed
to ensure multi-agency coordination.
Develop and implement mass communication systems with appropriate agencies
Use geospatial technologies as appropriate for emergency preparedness and
response.
Train/instruct others in the proper use of personal protective equipment.
Safely store hazardous materials.
Maintain documentation related to health and safety issues.

Natural Resources Management
Geologist
Noxious Weed Management Technician
Soil Scientist
Fire Management Technician
Restoration Ecologist
Botany Technician
Range Conservation

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forestry Management Technician
Soil Conservation Technician
Wildlife Biologist
Farm and ?Ranch Management
Wetlands Technician
Geospatial Technician

Inventory, evaluate, and assist in development of resource management
strategies for areas with unique scenic, recreational, historical, cultural,
geological, habitat, species, or other resource values.
Conserve natural resources.
Assist in development of plans for the protection, maintenance, rehabilitation, or
enhancement of natural resources.
Assist in operational forestry.
Assist in forest nursery programs.
Inventory forest stands.
Assist in preparation of fire suppression and prescribed burning plans.
Carry out prescribed burning activities.
Assist in development of fire management plans.
Fight forest fires.
Assist in laying out timber sales (e.g., marking trees to be logged).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compile, verify, and analyze timber appraisals.
Cruise timber (i.e., measure height and circumference of trees).
Scale (i.e., measure) and cut logs.
Conduct and interpret surface and ground water inventories, studies, and
watershed analyses.
Examine and interpret water quality and quantity from streams and aquifers.
Implement plans to improve aquatic habitats.
Implement farm pond management techniques.
Sample and identify aquatic organisms.
Identify and delineate wetlands based on plant/animal species and hydrology.
Implement wetland restoration and construction activities.
Operate boats.
Perform fish population studies using seining, trawling, and electroshock
equipment.
Operate fish hatchery equipment.
Practice techniques of aquaculture.
Stock lakes and streams with fish.
Participate in tag/release and tracking studies for fish and wildlife.
Identify and participate in the introduction of rare/endangered species to an
ecosystem.
Implement urban wildlife management strategies.
Rehabilitate injured wildlife for release.
Trap and relocate wildlife.
Calculate rates of sediment production.
Determine soil and bedrock types and characteristics.
Identify fossil and rock samples.
Implement soil conservation practices.
Implement erosion control strategies.
Create geo-reference imagery.
Collect, manage, and integrate spatial and attribute data using applicable
geospatial technologies.
Determine appropriate map projections and coordinate systems.
Use aerial photography.
Use geological maps and reports.
Assist in habitat restoration.
Propagate and plant woody and non-woody plant species.
Perform ecosystem sampling and monitoring.
Install, calibrate, operate, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair equipment.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyze and interpret sampling and monitoring data.
Decontaminate sampling and monitoring equipment.
Label, preserve, store, and ship samples.
Follow chain-of-custody procedures for sample collection and handling.
Follow established quality control procedures.
Perform park maintenance.
Develop and deliver public information and environmental education programs.
Participate in the assessment of environmental impact of proposed development
projects.
Apply appropriate local, state, Tribal, and federal environmental regulations to
specific projects.
Enforce local, state, Tribal, and federal natural resource regulations.
Assist in making recommendations to federal, Tribal, state, local, and private
organizations.
Assist in preparation of environmental documents.
Select and use proper personal protective equipment.
Compile field notes, maintain records, and write reports.
Perform literature searches.
Develop and follow SOPs.
Inventory and assess critical natural resources.
Identify and delineate wetlands based on plant/animal species, hydrology, and
soils.
Identify and control noxious weeds and other invasive species.
Handle and apply pesticides and herbicides according to established protocols.
Measure ground water levels and flow direction.

Water Supply and Quality

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrologist

Water Quality Technician

Ground Water Technician

Water Treatment Technician

Collect surface water, ground water, wastewater, process water, and drinking
water samples.
Label, preserve, and store samples.
Analyze samples for physical, chemical, and biological parameters.
Interpret sample analysis results.
Monitor flow rates and tank levels by reading gauges, meters, and charts.
Recognize and correct system upsets by adjusting process equipment.
Decontaminate sampling equipment.
Install, calibrate, operate, troubleshoot, repair, and maintain equipment.
Operate heavy equipment, power tools, and boats.
Operate publicly owned treatment works plant equipment.
Operate industrial wastewater pretreatment equipment.
Use and maintain remote sensing equipment.
Operate water filtration, aeration, disinfection, and purification equipment.
Label and dispose of treatment by-products and wastes.
Select and use proper PPE.
Practice proper confined-space entry techniques.
Handle hazardous chemicals.
Initiate emergency response actions.
Maintain chemical and supply inventory.
Operate computers and software.
Document site or process conditions, prepare reports, and maintain accurate
records.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop and follow SOPs.
Follow established quality control procedures.
Follow chain-of-custody procedures for sample collection and handling.
Apply local, state, Tribal, and federal environmental regulations to specific
projects.
Assess stormwater runoff characteristics.
Assist in preparation of a site stormwater pollution prevention plan.
Assist with development of written plans (e.g., sampling plan, health and safety
plan, and lockout/tagout plan).
Investigate erosion problems and assist in implementation of solutions.
Perform ditch and culvert inspections and repairs.
Investigate, maintain, and repair water and wastewater collection and
distribution systems.
Measure stream flow characteristics.
Conduct lake studies.
Assist in wetlands delineation.
Assist in determining boundaries of a watershed.
Assess soil, fill, and bedrock characteristics.
Assist with environmental drilling and monitoring well installation.
Measure ground water levels and flow direction.
Collect, treat, and dispose of contaminated ground water.
Monitor ground water remediation efforts.
Apply and incorporate biosolids to land.
Interact with contractors, site owners, regulatory agencies, and the public.
Maintain professional certifications.
Implement a watershed protection plan.
Implement a watershed public education program.
Operate, monitor, and maintain well drilling equipment and appropriate logs.
Develop cooperative agreements with water utilities.
Operate and maintain well fields.
Participate and advise water boards and commissions.
Understand basic biological and chemical principles.
Troubleshoot operational errors and make corrective decisions.
Understand rate paying and budgeting principles.
Analyze data, trends, reports, consumption, and/or test results to determine
adequacy of facilities and system performance to include regulatory compliance.
Comply with state backflow prevention programs to separate drinking water
supply from industrial use and re-use supplies.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate the use and re-use of graywater in the processes.
Implement best management practices and strive for zero discharge.
Consider participating in community monitoring forum to determine the
presence of antibiotics, caffeine, and other unregulated substances in the water
supplies at and near your facility.
Monitor the water level/drawdown rates for the various aquifers at or near your
facility.
Hold public informational sessions to advise and participate with citizens and
private sectors regarding long-term, high-quality water supplies.
Apply geospatial technologies.
Plan and deploy security measures.
Communicate effectively with contractors, customers, site owners, municipal
officials, regulatory agencies, and the public.
Notify regulatory agencies and public of noncompliance of licensing and
permitting violations.

Sustainability
Alternative/Sustainable Energy Technician

•
•
•

Use Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) to plan for sustainable resource
management.
Use Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) techniques to map resource use and product
stewardship.
Apply geospatial technologies to identify risks, create plans, propose solutions,
and track progress.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply sustainability metrics (environmental, economic, and social).
Maintain appropriate certifications.
Develop and maintain community relationships and partnerships to promote
sustainability.
Promote social equity and environmental justice in conjunction with economic
viability/balance.
Educate public in sustainability principles and practices.
Keep current with sustainability literature, design, and conferences.
Apply and utilize cost-benefit analysis to sustainability decisions.
Understand environmental, economic, and social systems interactions.
Train employees on sustainability principles and practices.
Research and advocate the use of sustainable products.
Apply sustainability principles to urban planning.
Perform emissions inventories, calculate and evaluate impacts, and communicate
results.
Identify the basics of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
certification criteria.
Identify the basics of home energy rating systems.
Identify the basics of permaculture design.
Apply ISO 140001 requirements to manage environmental systems.
Ensure products, parts, and components are RoHS compliant.
Ensure recycled materials are WEEE compliant.
Assist in development of sustainability policies and plan for facilities,
communities, and regions.
Educate public in sustainability principles and practices.

Environmental Information Management
Systems
Environmental Programs Manager

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Input data to information management system.
Collect, compile, analyze, and archive environmental data and records.
Manage laboratory data.
Implement and review quality assurance/quality control practices and guidelines.
Document and report best practices.
Maintain documentation (e.g., employee training, health and safety issues, and
job performance).
Perform basic statistical analysis.
Develop and maintain inventory tracking systems for environmental equipment
and supplies, and regulated/hazardous materials.
Update and transmit environmental information to customers and/or regulatory
agencies.
Identify most appropriate information management technologies.
Develop automated information management systems.
Search Web sites, Internet directories, and literature for relevant environmental
information.
Maintain security and integrity of proprietary and/or public information
resources.
Collect, manage, and integrate spatial and attribute data using geographic
information systems (GIS) and global positioning systems (GPS).
Create and interpret maps.
Determine appropriate projections and coordinate system.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Perform imagery geo-referencing.
Identify and apply basic educational principles to information management.
Analyze and identify environmental impact.
Analyze and identify pollution prevention, waste management, and remediation
strategies.
Manage and maintain database.
Recognize and apply appropriate environmental regulations to information
management.
Apply ISO 140001 requirements to manage environmental systems.

Generation and Utlity‐Scale Construction
Wind Energy Technician

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biodiesel Technician

Monitor and regulate energy production processes.
Anticipate and adjust system to meet load and distribution demands.
Develop and implement preventive maintenance practices and programs.
Collect and analyze data to maintain proper conditions.
Optimize operational efficiencies.
Operate plant equipment and controls, including monitoring and testing
equipment.
Calibrate and operate instruments.
Identify and practice standard environmental, health, safety, and spill practices
and procedures.
Develop a critical path outage plan.
Analyze and respond to alarm conditions.
Test electrical circuits working with 24 to 600 V DC/AC.
Troubleshoot and repair integrated systems.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Troubleshoot complicated mechanical and hydraulic problems on turbines.
Perform all mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical component maintenance, repair,
or replacement of parts to correct malfunctions.
Perform start-up procedures and equipment function tests.
Perform maintenance on turbine equipment per the commissioning manual.
Collect turbine data for research and/or analysis.
Report turbine conditions and complete reports and paperwork as required.
Provide technical assistance to other technicians.
Responsible for adherence to OSHA-compliant health and safety programs.
Coordinate with engineering on technical issues and documentation.
Prepare wind turbine generators for commercial operation.
Travel and work overtime as required.
Evaluate product conditions and quality to verify that systems have been
assembled and wired correctly to meet product standards.
Ensure that less experienced colleagues and subcontractors adhere to all best
practices and work instructions, and provide quality workmanship combined
with good housekeeping practices.
Document all work performed using computer-based service reporting
procedures.
Possess a valid driver’s license.

Environmental Information
Management Systems
Environmental Programs Manager

•
•
•
•

Input data to information management system.
Collect, compile, analyze, and archive environmental data and records.
Manage laboratory data.
Implement and review quality assurance/quality control practices and guidelines.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Document and report best practices.
Maintain documentation (e.g., employee training, health and safety issues, and
job performance).
Perform basic statistical analysis.
Develop and maintain inventory tracking systems for environmental equipment
and supplies, and regulated/hazardous materials.
Update and transmit environmental information to customers and/or regulatory
agencies.
Identify most appropriate information management technologies.
Develop automated information management systems.
Search Web sites, Internet directories, and literature for relevant environmental
information.
Maintain security and integrity of proprietary and/or public information
resources.
Collect, manage, and integrate spatial and attribute data using geographic
information systems (GIS) and global positioning systems (GPS).
Create and interpret maps.
Determine appropriate projections and coordinate system.
Perform imagery geo-referencing.
Identify and apply basic educational principles to information management.
Analyze and identify environmental impact.
Analyze and identify pollution prevention, waste management, and remediation
strategies.
Manage and maintain database.
Recognize and apply appropriate environmental regulations to information
management.
Apply ISO 140001 requirements to manage environmental systems.

FBC Contact Information
William Bell
Fort Belknap College
Natural Resource Instructor
Email: wbell@mail.fbcc.edu
Phone: 406-353-2607 ext. 264

Additional Information
Kirk J. Laflin, Executive Director
Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE)
584 Main Street
South Portland, ME 04106
Phone: 207-771-9020
Fax: 207-771-9028
Email: klaflin@maine.rr.com
Website: www.nationalpete.org

Project Web site
www.ateec.org/profdev/tribal

